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Introduction
Supreme, Purna Purushottam Lord Shree

Swaminarayan manifested upon the Earth to
establish the supreme Swaminarayan Faith. He
remains present within the Faith through His
lineage of ascetic spiritual leaders. Fourth in this
divine lineage, commencing from Sadguru Shree
Gopalanand Swamibapa, was the remarkable
spiritual master, Gurudev Adya Acharya Pravar
Jeevanpran Shree Muktajeevan Swamibapa.

Gurudev Swamibapa was respectfully
referred to as ‘Jeevanpran Swamibapa’ - he was
the life and soul of the disciples. Great scholars
and ascetics awarded him titles and ceremonial
honours in recognition of his prowess and social
reform. The charitable deeds that Gurudev
Swamibapa instigated were for the benefit of the
entire society, regardless of faith, class or creed.
Swamibapa taught the world to respect all sectors
of society like one great family.

Manifesting in the twentieth century,
Jeevanpran Swamibapa spread the true, essential
philosophy of Lord Shree Swaminarayan around
the world. He was a highly charismatic personality,
towards whom thousands were attracted, and
through him, were able to reach the spiritual path
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of God. True aspirants of salvation were taught the
manner of performing faithful devotion unto the
Lord and gain His mercy and blessings.
Consequently, the devout disciples attained the
status of the eminent Anadi-muktas and
experience unsurpassed bliss in the Murti of Lord
Shree Swaminarayan.

In 1972, Gurudev Swamibapa sat in
continuous meditation for 61 days, during which
he received the command from Lord Shree
Swaminarayan Himself to give a physical
embodiment to the eternal, divine throne of the
Lord, Shree Swaminarayan Gadi. He then
bestowed blessings, “Whosoever remains a
disciple of Shree Swmainarayan Gadi, and abides
by the commandments of the Lord, will attain
eternal salvation during this very lifetime.”

Gurudev Swamibapa’s divine words of
wisdom bring enlightenment to seekers of
salvation. They teach a person how to find spiritual
peace and instil God into their life. He taught the
manner of living a principled existence that is free
from vices and addictions. In this manner, he led
countless souls to the Murti of Lord Swaminarayan
and Jeevanpran Shree Abji Bapashree.
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Just as a rosary for chanting the sacred
name of God contains 108 beads, the teachings
imparted by Gurudev Jeevanpran Shree
Muktajeevan Swamibapa have been distilled into
the 108 verses contained in this scripture, Divya
Vani - Divine Discourses.

This English translation has been created
by Sants and disciples, with the blessings of
Gurudev Swamibapa’s beloved spiritual heir, His
Divine Holiness Swamishree
Purushottampriyadasji Maharaj, Acharya of Shree
Swaminarayan Gadi.

Publisher
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DIVYA VANI

1 Standing on one leg for a period of his 50
years and 0.156 days (Vairatnarayan’s
timescale), deity Vairatnarayan prayed to
the Master of Akshardham, Purna
Purushottam Lord Shree Swaminarayan.
Only then did Purna Purushottam Lord
Shree Swaminarayan manifest within this
universe. This timeframe (Vairatnarayan’s
50 years and 0.156 days) is equivalent to
155,521,350 million human years.

2 The very same supreme Incarnator of
incarnations Purna Purushottam Lord Shree
Swaminarayan, who magnificently presides
amongst His divine Muktas in Akshardham,
manifested in Samvat 1837 (1781 CE) in
a human form. That very same Lord presides
today through the form of His idols.
Therefore, Lord Shree Swaminarayan is
manifest here through His idol forms.
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8 DIVYA VANI

3 Purna Purushottam Lord Shree
Swaminarayan is forever present
(pratyaksh) here. He never becomes absent
(existed in the past - paroksh). However,
until a person understands His glory, a
perception remains within him that the
Lord does not now preside here.

4 Lord Shree Swaminarayan and His divine
Muktas exist forever and will remain for
all eternity. If someone has a perception
that existed only in the past, then for that
person, salvation too existed only in the
past. The person who understands that
Lord Shree Swaminarayan is forever present
is able to gain salvation.

5 Wherever the Lord exists, that is where His
divine Muktas remain. And where the divine
Muktas remain, that is where the Lord
presides. Acknowledge that we too are sitting
with them, because this is the definition
of understanding His true presence.
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9DIVYA VANI

6 If a 2000 tonne iron ball- was dropped
from the divine abode Akshardham, it
would descend towards the Earth. As it fell,
it would collide with particles of air and
these abrasions would disintegrate it more
and more. By the time it reached the Earth,
it is unlikely that any part of the iron ball
would remain, because it too would become
reduced to dust. In this manner, from an
external perspective, the Lord’s Akshardham
is extremely far away. However, from the
perspective of the soul, the abode of God
is not even a slight distance away. This is
because the centre of Akshardham is
precisely wherever the Murti of the Lord
presides.

7 What can be seen face to face is regarded
as being present (pratyaksh). At the present
time, one can visualise the Lord through
His idol form. The Master of Akshardham,
Purna Purushottam Lord Shree
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10 DIVYA VANI

Swaminarayan is present through that form.
Through His Sankalp-swaroops (physical
embodiment of the thoughts of the Lord –
synonymous to the Lord Himself) and
Satpurushs (the Lord’s saintly persons), He
imparts teachings and makes souls worthy
of attaining Him. Therefore, it is essential
that people, relinquish human sentiments
from His Sankalp-swaroops and Satpurushs,
and comprehend their divinity.

8 Recognising the Lord who presides as a
human is the biggest of all hurdles. He can
be recognised only through the mercy of
the Lord or His Satpurushs, but not through
the knowledge gained from scriptures or
the strength of one’s own intellect.

9 God cannot be realised through the strength
of one’s mind, words or intellect. Such
understanding occurs when the Lord or His
Satpurushs imparts divine cognition to the
person.
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11DIVYA VANI

10 A Sant is he who remains inherent with
the Murti and continuously experiences
the ecstasy of the Lord’s bliss.

11 We have attained Purna Purushottam Lord
Shree Swaminarayan Himself, who is the
Master of all the Muktas beyond Akshar
and is greater than Brahm.

12 The omnipotent Lord has held our hand.
That is all due to His unsurpassed mercy
upon us.

13 The Lord imparts His bliss in accordance
with the worthiness of the individual.
Therefore, one should cultivate one’s
worthiness. For this to occur, meditation
must be performed. A person may spend
his entire life listening to scriptural
discourses and performing other devotional
practises but without performing
meditation, the affliction of human life will
not be removed, and the soul does not
become worthy of attaining the Lord.
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12 DIVYA VANI

14 When performing meditation, one should
become focussed and sit in the Swastikasan
posture with the body upright. Keeping
both hands on the lap, the focus of the eyes
should remain towards the tip of one’s
nose. Remaining completely engrossed by
the Murti in this manner, the meditation
should be performed.

15 Becoming separated from the three types
of body; physical (sthool), invisible
(shukshma) and eternal (karan), one should
attribute yourself as being the same as the
form of the Lord (Purushottam-roop). With
the realisation that you remain within the
divine Murti of Purna Purushottam Lord
Shree Swaminarayan, you should meditate
on Him.

16 Removing human sentiments from the
human form of the Lord; and the perception
that His idol forms are mere idols, one
should meditate on whichever sitting or
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13DIVYA VANI

standing Murti of the Lord that is most
alluring to you.

17 Our most important aim is to perform
meditation and become enjoined with the
Murti.

18 The state of meditation can be maintained
only if the glory and divinity of the Lord
and His eminent Satpurushs has been truly
understood.

19 Whilst the advantages of meditation have
not been understood, a person does not
develop a liking for performing meditation.

20 If a person is lazy about performing
meditation, it means that he has still not
understood the greatness of the Satsang.

21 Merely by listening to religious discourses,
refinement of one’s temperament cannot
occur. With listening to those discourses,
one needs to perform meditation. Only
then can the glory of the Satsang become
embedded within a person’s soul.
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14 DIVYA VANI

22 One should meditate in solitude, meaning
that ultimately, nothing other than the
Murti exists.

23 By performing meditation, one’s worthiness
to attain the Lord, the bliss enjoyed, and
the lustre of the Lord experienced, is
augmented.

24 In accordance with the ways of the world,
obstacles will continually be encountered.
However, one should never become
cowardly, and should continue performing
meditation and worshipping the Lord.

25 Through the imparting of spiritual
knowledge, Lord Shree Swaminarayan
allows us to understand Him and by
performing meditation, He allows us to
experience Him.

26 Whilst performing meditation, one should
consider how much of that time has been
successful. Is the meditation being
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15DIVYA VANI

performed properly or are you being led
by thoughts and volitions in different
directions? Such vigilance should be
maintained whilst meditating. You must
remain careful about not falling asleep
whilst concentrating on the Murti. In this
manner, you should become engrossed in
the bliss of the Murti.

27 When meditating, one should not think
about anything other than God. Meditation
is the opportunity to enjoy the blissful
intimacy of God. Therefore, when it is time
to meditate, extreme happiness should be
experienced. One by one, you should
consider everything other than God to be
false and insignificant. Then, nothing other
than God remains. That is the definition of
enjoying the close intimacy of God. Who
would not want to enjoy such divine bliss?

28 Whilst a person considers his body to be
his own and divine sentiments towards the
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16 DIVYA VANI

Lord and Muktas have not yet developed,
thoughts and volitions will continue to
arise when performing meditation. Such a
person will not be able to meditate for long.

29 If thoughts and volitions about things other
than for God occur whilst meditating then,
becoming sincere and emotional, you should
lovingly pray to God and His Satpurushs.
In this manner, you should endeavour to
eliminate the volitions and thoughts.

30 Lord Shree Swaminarayan bestows His bliss
to us each day. He gives His consecrated
food and blessings. However, whilst
sentiments remain that the Lord’s Murtis
are idols and the Sankalp Swaroops and
Satpurushs are humans, this level of
understanding cannot be gained.

31 After having appropriately understood the
spiritual knowledge of Purna Purushottam
Lord Shree Swaminarayan, if a person has
formed a resolute determination about Him
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17DIVYA VANI

then that determination cannot falter in
any manner and such a person does not
fall from the Satsang. One’s determination
about Him must be firm and resolute. The
number 9 has a special quality that when
it is multiplied by any number, the sum of
the digits of that resulting number always
reverts to 9. In that manner, the number
9 never wavers from its origin. In the same
manner as the number 9 remains firm,
one’s determination about God must also
never waver.

32 If a determination about Lord Shree
Swaminarayan has been formed having
removed all human sentiments and
attributing Him to possess only divine
attributes; and it is considered that not
even an iota of difference exists between
the His idol forms, human form and the
Murti that presides in Akshardham then,
a firm foundation about the determination
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18 DIVYA VANI

and upasana (manner of worship) has been
forged.

33 Just as a reflection cannot be seen in dirty
water, if one’s heart is marred, the Murti
cannot be visualised. If thoughts and
volitions occur in a person, flaws arise in
his determination, and human sentiments
start to be perceived in God and Satpurushs,
who he had considered to be the granters
of his salvation then, it should be considered
that his heart has become marred.

34 Until the arrogance of one’s intelligence
has not been completely discarded, complete
trust in the words of Maharaj and
Satpurushs cannot develop and till then, it
cannot be said that a true determination
has been formed.

35 Until a firm determination has not been
formed, regardless of the kind of person he
may be, he is susceptible to falter from the
Satsang. Therefore, one’s determination must
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19DIVYA VANI

be absolutely firm. Once a person has
recognised what a mango tree looks like,
someone else may try convincing him that
it is a neem tree but he will never believe
the person’s words. One’s determination
should be similarly firm and resolute.

36 Lord Shree Swaminarayan and His
Satpurushs proclaim, “You have been kept
within the Murti.” If complete trust in those
words has been formed from within one’s
soul then, regardless of whether the person
can see it or not, he does actually reside
within the Murti.

37 The person, who acknowledges from within
his soul that he remains in the Murti, is
not hindered by physical sentiments. Such
physical sentiments continuously remain in
the person who has not accepted this
realisation.

38 If someone has profound love for Lord
Shree Swaminarayan, the Lord keeps that
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20 DIVYA VANI

person within His Murti. A person who
loses himself within the Murti is called a
Sant. By associating with such a Sant,
perpetual bliss is enjoyed because the Lord
Himself works through such a Sant.

39 Having mercy upon us, Lord Shree
Swaminarayan has kept our soul within
His Murti. Having such a firm
understanding, you should lovingly enjoin
yourself with the Murti.

40 For Anadi Muktas, the Murti itself is the
divine abode.

41 Lord Shree Swaminarayan is eminent,
powerful, and omnipresent. His Anadi
Muktas too are just as powerful and
omnipresent.

42 No-one is more beloved to Lord Shree
Swaminarayan than the Anadi Muktas who
reside within His Murti. The Anadi Muktas
too have affection only for Lord Shree
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21DIVYA VANI

Swaminarayan. They have no awareness
about anything other than God. They see
nothing else other than the Murti.

43 Purna Purushottam Lord Shree
Swaminarayan wants to impart only the
divine bliss of His Murti. He does not want
to give material pleasures.

44 The roots of sensualities are deeply
embedded, but happiness is attained only
when they are completely discarded.

45 Forgetting Lord Shree Swaminarayan, one
should never succumb, even slightly, to the
urges of the sensualities and wish for
worldly pleasures.

46 By meditating and worshipping day and
night, one should maintain a constant
recollection of the Murti and in this manner,
attain the Murti. Whilst still in this mortal
body, one should experience the ecstasy of
the Murti.
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22 DIVYA VANI

47 The person with whom the Lord remains,
experiences constant happiness, bliss and
joy.

48 All the inclinations of the soul should be
severed from all other attachments and
joined to the Lord alone. Then, the Lord
will become pleased and impart His
bliss.

49 If a person remains vigilant, he can easily
maintain a constant rapport with God,
even whilst performing normal activities,
such as walking, bathing, eating, drinking,
sitting or standing. Therefore, through such
vigilance being maintained, a habit will be
formed intrinsically about remembering
the Murti.

50 Just as a mortal effortlessly recalls his own
physical form, if the Murti too is
remembered without any effort, the person
easily experiences its bliss.
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23DIVYA VANI

51 If God acknowledges, ‘for this person, no-
one else except Me is real’ then, He bestows
unsurpassed joy to the individual.

52 Having affection for anything other than
for God is merely a futile, worldly confusion.

53 In matters of principles, there can be no
compromise.

54 Allegiance for the Lord must be unyielding.
You must be prepared to give up your life
for the principles, but never be cowardly
in such circumstances. You must remain
brave for the principles and allegiance to
God.

55 Dada Khachar had the virtues of
determination for the Lord, understanding
of His glory, affection and trust towards
Him. Such qualities should be developed
within you.

56 Satpurushs are the doorways to
salvation.
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24 DIVYA VANI

57 Becoming sincere, if one dedicates the
mind to Lord Shree Swaminarayan and His
Satpurushs then, all one’s endeavours have
come to fruition.

58 By surrendering to a Satpurush, the sins of
previous births are discarded.

59 Lord Shree Swaminarayan or His Satpurushs
may rebuke a person for inappropriate
temperaments. As a result, if the person
starts to demerit Lord Shree Swaminarayan
and His Satpurushs, the entrance to his
salvation will have become shut.

60 Only the person, who abides unyieldingly
to the commands of the Lord and His
Satpurushs, has truly taken shelter of the
eternal religious decree.

61 Just as an iron nail can float if it is embedded
into a wooden plank, if a person abides by
be commands of a Satpurush, he can
traverse the worldly ocean of life and death.
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25DIVYA VANI

62 A person who is removed from the mortal
world by Lord Shree Swaminarayan and
His Satpurushs never has to endure another
birth.

63 If a person does not develop trust in the
words of Lord Shree Swaminarayan and
His Satpurushs, all his efforts for salvation
remain futile.

64 The attributes that a person considers to
exist in the eminent Satpurushs determines
the kind of attainment he receives.

65 If a person associates with a Satpurush after
having understood his glory, there remains
nothing more to gain. Only those who have
accumulated the merits of numerous good
deeds can serve such eminent Satpurushs.
It is extremely rare for ordinary people to
attain such an opportunity.

66 It is the Satpurushs who can defeat the
frivolities of one’s mind. Therefore, you
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26 DIVYA VANI

should go to such a Satpurush and learn
to gain control of your mind.

67 The greatness of Lord Shree Swaminarayan
and His Satpurushs cannot be assimilated
by the human intellect. Until the arrogance
of one’s intellect has not been destroyed,
Lord Shree Swaminarayan and His
Satpurushs cannot be recognised.

68 The glory of Lord Shree Swaminarayan is
understood only when it is explained by
those who have come from the divine
abode. Therefore, one should strive to
recognise such individuals and associate
with them.

69 With your powers of discernment, you
should identify those who are endeavouring
to attain God and those who are already
accomplished in that elite state. If this is
not done, you may associate with the
wrong persons and gain nothing.
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27DIVYA VANI

70 Without having the utmost of humility
towards Lord Shree Swaminarayan and His
Satpurushs, one cannot attain His blessings.
Divine qualities are attained only by His
blessings.

71 Whilst divine sentiments have not been
realised about the Satsang, even though
you may be living with the Lord and His
Satpurushs when they are presiding in a
human form, you will not understand
their true glory and you will not attain
happiness.

72 God may call out to someone else, laugh
and jest with him, or offer food to him, but
not interact with you in that way. If that
happens and wrongful thoughts arise, it
cannot be said that appropriate affection
for God has been developed within you.

73 Within the Karan Satsang, if one associates
with a Satpurush having become the most
humble servant of servants, the bliss of the
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28 DIVYA VANI

Murti is attained even whilst in this mortal
world.

74 Once you have submitted your body,
mind and wealth to Lord Shree
Swaminarayan, His will becomes your
destiny. You should remain in the manner
that Lord Shree Swaminarayan wills you
to live and experience whatever He desires
you to see.

75 In order to make them worthy of Him
and destroy all passions for worldly
objects, Lord Shree Swaminarayan creates
obstacles for those who He considers to
be His own.

76 My advice is to enliven the path of your
life and actively lead it towards the Lord.

77 Perform meditation, because this is the way
to develop your worthiness and attain a
true status; and new, constantly rejuvenated
bliss will be experienced.
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29DIVYA VANI

78 Concentrating on the Murti is not difficult
for those who relentlessly and diligently
practise meditation.

79 Whatever is done with the remembrance
of Purna Purushottam Lord Shree
Swaminarayan’s Murti, is worthwhile.
However, if one forgets the Murti, even
performing spiritual endeavours yield no
merit. It is akin to adding numerous ‘zeros’
to a number with no prefixing digit.
Therefore, the Murti should remain
foremost in everything that you do.

80 Cultivate affection and enjoin with God in
such a manner that you cannot remain afar
from Him for even a second and then, the
realisation that He is forever present
(pratyaksh) here remains.

81 Until a close intimacy with the Murti has
been attained, sentiments about the human
body being real and other worldly influences
cannot recede.
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30 DIVYA VANI

82 Even the temples are sacred because of
Lord Shree Swaminarayan. If God is not
there, what purpose do the temples have?

83 Only when a person behaves as if he exists
in the same form as the Lord, can he attain
the virtue of endurance, patience and
tolerance.

84 A person may be a disciple of God, but if
he creates terror for other disciples, he
should be considered a demon.

85 Those who have superficial knowledge can
be affected by external influences so their
true form will become evident at some
time.

86 Those who have firmly consolidated
knowledge are not affected by external
influences. Such a person continues to
progress day by day.

87 The words of eminent Satpurushs are
worthy of continuous contemplation.
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31DIVYA VANI

88 One should always use the mercy of Lord
Shree Swaminarayan and His Satpurushs in
a beneficial way and never misuse His
kindness.

89 Behaving in accordance with the manifest
God and His Satpurushs constitutes using
His mercy in a beneficial way; contravening
Him constitutes misusing His kindness.

90 Ultimately, the doer of everything is God.
However, due to their arrogance, souls
perceive that things happen due to them.
If it is not the will of God, what is any soul
able to do?

91 Eternal peace and happiness remains in the
person who realises, ‘everything that I do,
which complies with the directives of Lord
Shree Swaminarayan, is accomplished
because of Him, but I am not the doer of
anything’.

92 The principle manner for attaining all the
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32 DIVYA VANI

virtues is performing the devotion of
listening to religious discourses. If a person
does not have an inclination for this kind
of devotion, it is likely that he will regress
in time to come. Whilst listening or
performing religious discourses, if arrogance
arises, and he considers, ‘I am doing this
for the benefit of others’, it constitutes a
grave misapprehension.

93 By bathing, the physical body is cleaned.
By associating with Lord Shree
Swaminarayan and His Satpurushs,
purification of the soul occurs.

94 As the father of all, Lord Shree
Swaminarayan disregards everyone’s
misdemeanours and forgives them. This
represents His unsurpassed, infinite
greatness.

95 Everything is immediately achieved if a
person sincerely surrenders his mind to the
will of Lord Shree Swaminarayan and His
Satpurushs.
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33DIVYA VANI

96 Manifesting upon this Earth, Bapashree
explained the sublime glory of the supreme
Karan Satsang of Lord Shree Swaminarayan,
and enjoined souls with the bliss of the Murti.
The advantages gained from readingThe advantages gained from readingThe advantages gained from readingThe advantages gained from readingThe advantages gained from reading

‘Bapashree ni Vato’‘Bapashree ni Vato’‘Bapashree ni Vato’‘Bapashree ni Vato’‘Bapashree ni Vato’
97 The Master of all other Gods is Purna

Purushottam Lord Shree Swaminarayan. In
order to understand His supremacy, you
must read ‘Bapashree ni Vato’.

98 The very same Lord Shree Swaminarayan,
who magnificently presides in Akshardham
and imparts His visualisation and bliss to
His Muktas, manifested as a human form
for the salvation of souls. That same God
appears today through His idol forms. In
order to understand these three forms to
be exactly the same, you must read
‘Bapashree ni Vato’.
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34 DIVYA VANI

99 Lord Shree Swaminarayan is immensely
gracious and bestows salvation to souls. His
Muktas are just as beneficial. The two
major hindrances in attaining salvation
from them, is becoming averse from them
and maligning them. In order to be saved
from such slander, you must read
‘Bapashree ni Vato’.

100 There are no bounds for the glory of Lord
Shree Swaminarayan and His Muktas. The
major obstacle in understanding that glory
is considering that they possess human
traits. In order that human sentiments do
not arise towards them, you must read
‘Bapashree ni Vato’.

101 For discarding any consideration that the
body is your own form and removing all
affection from it, and enjoining one’s soul
with the eminent Satpurushs, and to obtain
the fundamentals of meditation, you must
read ‘Bapashree ni Vato’.
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35DIVYA VANI

102 In order to enjoy the same kind of bliss that
the eminent Anadi-muktas enjoy, you must
read ‘Bapashree ni Vato’.

103 In order to attain the same form as the
Lord, and by meditating with divine
sentiments for six months being able to
visualise the Murti, you must read
‘Bapashree ni Vato’.

104 Only after amassing the merits of good
deeds over numerous births, a soul attains
the manfiest God and His Muktas.

105 It is a great fortune for a soul to receive
a human birth at the time when the Lord
and His Satpurushs are manifest upon the
Earth, and for that soul to encounter them.

106 Consider how much of a great fortune it
is that we have attained supreme Lord
Shree Swaminarayan at the same time that
we have been given this human body. This
supreme opportunity has been attained
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36 DIVYA VANI

because now, we will not have to be born
again.

107 The true spiritual teacher is none other
than Lord Shree Swaminarayan. Worldly
teachers cannot bestow eternal salvation.

108 Eternal salvation remains at the home of
Lord Shree Swaminarayan.

[The eternal home of Lord Shree Swaminarayan
is the supreme Shree Swaminarayan Gadi. The
home of Shree Swaminarayan Gadi is Shree
Swaminarayan Mandir Maninagar. This is the
only resort where the true and divine principles
of Lord Shree Swaminarayan can be understood,
and where the Lord is forever present, through
the Acharyas of Shree Swaminarayan Gadi.]
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